
Year3 Term Newsletter 

Must bring to school: 

 Reading folder 

 Home learning diary 

 School bag 

 PE Kit (Monday and Wednesday) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding Physical Health 

This term, Year 3 children will receive two hour long PE sessions deliv-

ered by Adam, our PE specialist. PE this term will be focusing on 

Dodgeball and Fundamental Movement Skills. 

Science and Technological Understanding 

This term we are going to be exploring the change that different materials go through and 
whether they are reversible or irreversible. Children will do an experiment to find out which 
material is the best thermal insulator. We will be focussing on looking at how the Arctic has 
changed and whether the rapid melting of the ice caps is reversible. As well as this, children 
will be looking at how plants and animals adapt to their habitats. Children will get to use 
classification keys, create their own animals designed to suit specific habitats and observe 
how water is transported through plants. We will be looking around the grounds of the 
school to see how our environment changes with the seasons. 

Mathematical Understanding 

This term, children will be moving on from formal methods of addition and subtraction to 
multiplication and consolidating their 3, 4 and 8 times tables.  
 
In addition, they will be exploring time on a regular basis. Telling the time using an ana-
logue clock as well as a digital clock is an essential life skill - please practise telling the 
time with your child at home as much as possible. Through the topic they will be prac-
tising their measuring skills linked to capacity as well as looking at angles whilst they are 

doing some coding during STEAM week. 
 

Computing 

In computing, we will be programming robots and 
linking it to our understanding of angles. We will be 
creating a polar regions themed mazes to program a 

probot around. 
 

Personal, Social, Character Development  

Our focus traits for this term are: Honesty, Creativity, Kindness, Communication, Zest, 
Curiosity and Gratefulness. Please ask your children about them! There will be lots of 
links to e-safety for example in terms of copying things from others, knowing who to trust 
and how to find out information accurately and safely. The Health and Relationships Educa-
tion will focus on the characteristics of good friendships and how to keep a healthy mind. 
BLP muscles will be linked throughout all areas and circle times will also remind children of 

Zones of Regulation strategies. 
 

 

 

Understanding English, Communication & Language 

This term we will be learning all about the Arctic and the animals that live in that environ-

ment. They will be doing a range of writing linked to the topic including settings descrip-

tions, diary entries in role, narratives, persuasive arguments and poetry. Our key texts of 

‘The Tantrum That Saved The World’ and ‘The Last Polar Bear’ will support and inspire 

them. Through our reading sessions we will be encouraging children to identify why 

authors have used specific words and comparing features of different genres. There will 

be speaking and listening opportunities through hot seating and getting into role when 

we are looking at persuasion. As well as these we would like the children to perform their 

winter poems.  

Understanding the Arts 

This term, children will be learning how to sew and using 

these skills to make felt decorations linked to the polar 

regions. Each week they will be introduced to a new musi-

cian of the week and discuss the genre as well as their likes 

and dislikes.  

History, Geography & Social Understanding 

We will be having a geographical focus this term - comparing the human and physical 
features of the Arctic with other locations. In addition, we will be exploring how the ice 
caps have changed over time and what these changes are. We will also be building on our 
use of atlases to identify key vocabulary such as the equator, hemispheres and focusing 
on countries in Europe - especially those with parts in the Arctic Circle.  
Our Spanish unit for the term via our Language Angels platform is ‘I’m Learning Spanish’. 
This includes where Spain is in the world, famous Spanish cities, where it is spoken, saying 
their name and how they are feeling and counting to 10. 


